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Conversation for Listening - Miriam Jakob

- (Lukas Lund) [Always unfair question to start with, is what is nice for you to start

with in terms of listening and giving voice?] Where does this begin for you?

(Miriam Jakob) I think often for me it can begin with a more atmospheric listening. [Maybe if

I come for instance new to a place, that it's kind of tuning in with the atmosphere, the place,

the people, like that it's maybe not so much one directed focus. So yeah, when you ask about

where to start,] I think it's not necessarily the logic conversation or the questions, like an

introduction to someone you haven't met before or I don't know, but more, I don't know,

how the encounters may happen between a place, a person, people, a party, an event.

- [So this beginning of yours, what enables then the listening?Is it all encounters that

will lead to the listening or is there something within this encounter or the party, that

is within this atmosphere, that is specific compared to other parties or meetings?]

[Yeah, I think it's always different. I mean it's a very broad topic, but just to give a concrete

example, ] the encounter with an audience, you can perform the same piece ten times and

each time it will be a different experience. And it's very hard to nail down why. It would be

stupid to say because there was one guy in the audience who spread really negative vibes. But

you can sense that it is always a becoming-with several aspects. [ And it's very hard to say

what it is concretely. So it can be me, it can be the mood of the audience, it can be, I don't

know, the day, how they were received when they entered the theater, the person at the door.

I don't know, there are so many minor things already happening before they come.] And then

of course the event itself and my presence. So what was the question again?

- [ Just, I think you answered, because the question was sort of like,] what sort of

sensitivity towards the encounters is it that enables the listening? [And in some way

you answered that it was perhaps the sensitivity towards the differences, that it was

not the same. That also perhaps it was more than it was for us to know exactly. ]

And then also the staying, somehow staying connected to yourself, in moments where you

are, I don't know, where I'm not really, where I feel like I'm beside myself, or I mean

whatever that to be in oneself means, but if I feel I'm not really connected or I'm doubting. I

am not even sure. [I was just thinking of course, for example, when I come out of a breath

session,
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it's a different way of being maybe, more open, more sensitive, sometimes less judgmental.]

And I guess it has to do with staying tuned with my own, with my rhythm somehow. That

starts with the rhythm of the breathing, but it kind of opens up to be differently connected to

other things and people, because it feels like you're more connected to, maybe less to sense

making, more to rhythmicality.

- [Not that we have to go deeper, but a different kind of sense making that is perhaps

before the sense of it. Like it's just a relationship or connection that is feeling right.]

Not necessarily pleasant, [but just the way that things are, and not that you're trying to

alter them or stay beside them, but truly are with them in some way. And maybe just

to talk some more about the breathing, as this way towards the listening.] Do you feel

that breathing connects listening with us and the world in a specific way? [Or maybe

if there is a connection between the breathing and our connection with the world, and

perhaps the eye or whatever, how would you describe that through the breathing?]

What kind of relationships are we within through breathing?

[Pause]

I think the breathwork is something very basic, [like when you experience it in this more

therapeutic level, when you are on the massage table and you're being touched by the

practitioner,] and you feel this hand on you, and just how this hand is following your breath.

It's very simple somehow. It's really like you feel an aliveness, and that's what makes you feel

very connected also to the world and to other people, to nature, culture.

[Pause]

I mean, of course, we can talk about more abstract ideas of time. That somehow linear time

becomes obsolete because we are breathing the breath of dead people that are composted into

trees. So, of course, we know that this is an ongoing process, but it's not something that we

don't really have access to.

- [No, because we are... ]

We are just an interval on this timeline.
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- [We don't even know how small we are in this timeline. So, we have no

comprehension of how small we really are.]

[But, yeah, still, I feel through the breath work, I can somehow plug into these different

rhythms and timelines.] And, I mean, one participant in the workshop talked about taking

LSD or that you're just more sensitive towards materialities. [And, I mean, it's something that

I can also agree on, that, yeah, that the body starts to feel very open] and sometimes you can

feel like a water wave is running through you and you become like water or fire [ or also very

elemental somehow, like on a more maybe metaphysical level, but then also ] very concretely

in everyday life, in communication with others. Sorry, I lost the question again.

- I'm not sure that was the question.

[Okay. The breathing… And how far breathing is related to being connected. This was

somehow the starting point. ]

- [Yeah, or maybe how the breathing was a way of connecting itself. Yeah. I think that

was the way you were sort of describing it. And I like that idea that the breathing is

less a singular activity] but more a relationship itself. [Also that it's a relationship of

which we have sort of like... We do have some kind of control but not real control.

Like we are negotiating the relationship,] that we are less a subject when we are

breathing. We are becoming this breathing subject that is something else, that exists in

a different timeline.

[Yeah, I think that's a good point,] like this alien feeling a bit. [I think Brandon talked about

it. I recently read a very interesting article of] this Spanish philosopher, Marina Garcés [ is

her name, an she talks about ] what is becoming a stranger. [You know that we need to… I

mean she refers to Gayatri Spivak and she says] that we need to be somehow a stranger to

ourselves. And that's another quality of the breath that sometimes you can really feel that the

breath is something happening to you. [I mean of course it's always in relation to your

physiology. It wouldn't happen without. But it's... Yeah, my teacher always says that it's like

visiting us, like we are like a host and the breath is like coming. We are the house and the

breath is like independently there and we can let it happen. But it's not like it's not sticking on
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us. It's like something that comes and goes. And in that sense I also feel when talking about

rhythms that we can somehow plug into different rhythms from there. Like last year I did this

work in Berlin where we related it to the breath of the ocean, the tidal sense.]

- And I really like the framework of visiting. [Because I think it can even go both ways

that the first encounter with the breathing is that it is visiting us and then I feel it sort

of like takes over. And in some way I lose it. Maybe this was this experience of being

on LSD] but in some way I lose the sense of myself, of me being that house and

completely just emerged into the breathing. So I feel that the visiting is also

over-taking me [and I feel visiting my own body or the timelines or whatever,

wherever the breathing is taking me. [But that sort of like sensitive mode of being a

visitor within somebody else's visiting was very much like how I was feeling.]

[In the workshop?]

- [ Yeah, in the session. Because I could really recognize how I was sort of like as a

host making arrangements in order to have the breathing taking up space. But then it

also took up space. I sort of like became a visitor as well.] Does that make sense?

[Yeah, yeah, yeah. ]

- [One thing that could be interesting to talk to you about is the voice and how the voice

also enables a certain both bodily and breathing experience together with each other,

with visiting. I was just wondering if you would perhaps set a framework about that

relationship between the voice and listening, the body, breathing or whatever you

need to put into that framework. ]

[pause]

Yeah, I mean the voice.

[pause]
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I also like the idea that the voice is not just following logos, let's say, that we're not just

expressing what we think but that it transports much more than that. [And maybe it's a bit

similar to the breath work that sometimes when you experience that you could voice what

you wanted to say. Yeah, sometimes it's not intentional, you know. Sometimes it's just coming

out and you don't know why and sometimes it's not coming out and it's hard to say why not.

Yeah, so in that sense I see it very much related which then is of course a difference to

language that we also voice. And then like language, you know, like that does transport

meaning. I mean voice also transports meaning. ]

- [But perhaps as you say outside of logos it's a different kind of meaning. Yeah. And I

was wondering because you had a decision using] this concept of being carried. [and I

felt that the voice was especially something that carried some things. That I was both

carrying the voice and the voice was sort of carrying me. It was a mutual exchange.

But what was carried was outside of logos, something else than the structure of

meaning that language can be. That all the things sort of like falls out of that basket

because it's very specific. So most things could sort of like be carried in this manner

of the voice.]

[And then especially in yodeling it's, you know, you don't really have texts or so it's a

textless. It's a way of communicating also. And it's, yeah, it's very powerful also the yodeling

because, you know, you want to reach someone, something far. And, yeah, I like that

experience of how powerful the voice can be. Maybe also because I'm not a very loud person

in general, I think. And maybe like... And this, sorry, this uncontrolled thing also of, you

know, singing. ] I mean, singing is somehow… In singing the breathing, I mean, singing is

breathing. Like, sorry, you have a little insect here… Like, singing is colored breath

somehow, you know. But yodeling is more... Yeah, it's different. It's very uncontrolled. [That

was what I was talking about. Yeah, that] this is often something that happens to our voice in

uncontrolled situations like the voice break, like in fear or panic or crying.

- [And I feel that especially within performance practice and also practice of listening

and perhaps even philosophical wandering, there's this relationship with uncontrolled

as an enabler, something that makes it possible. Sometimes I use the idea of like that

you are in the open,] that you place yourself outside of these structures that you can

control or that you can understand. And sort of moving out of that in order to enable
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certain things to happen through you. I'm just wondering in what way do you see this

premise of the uncontrolled as a practice in itself? Is there a certain performativity, a

certain practice, a certain materiality to the uncontrolled? How do we feel it, sense it,

perhaps just within your own experience?

[Yes, I mean I think it's a very big part of performance practice or at least that's something

what I find interesting about it. Of course there are things you can practice and it's important

to do them.] Also it generates trust. But this dimension of the uncontrolled is also what makes

it interesting somehow.

- [In what way?]

[That you can experience, you know, when I see a performance and] I can see people are

really doing this thing, like negotiating or struggling or in whatever way, but when I see it's

not in that sense controlled, [ that they just like do a thing, like a set thing, but where ] you

can really feel that they are going through an experience. It keeps my interest and my

curiosity. [And also uncontrolled because, well, our lives are very controlled and I think, you

know, I mean that's also why we or I do art,] because it's also a way of having at least little

holes where one can circumvent or disappear for a moment this logic and the control. [And

maybe sometimes even for oneself something uncontrolled can happen. Yeah. ]

- [And maybe like another dimension of the uncontrolled is also the] allowing and

surrender to it. [That there is like, again, this sort of like interdependence that it as

well is perhaps visiting and, or well, it's a premise of the world, of course, but in your

or in our daily life we do have to sort of like allow it to feel more, take up space, take

up time. Or at least we have to align ourselves with the space and time of the

uncontrolled rather than trying to struggle against it because it is still just there. And

I'm just curious about how the surrender is also a layer or a practice across both

perhaps the uncontrolled but also the voice. As you say with the juggling, that you

don't control it, that you have to perhaps in some way surrender to it. I'm wondering

if you would share some of the aspects of the surrender.]

[Yeah, I mean, of course, the surrender is very important. Now I think of the breathwork

where this carrying and being carried is like a way of surrendering.] That surrendering in the
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context of breathwork doesn't mean that you let go of everything or you loosen up

completely, but that it's still, that there is still a certain tension in the body, like this heaviness

and lightness, [ what Lisa was talking about. ] And it actually also creates trust, [like when

you have a true experience of surrendering or letting go, it can create an immense experience

of trust because you feel, okay, maybe I have reacted differently to how I usually do, but I'm

still there, you know, I'm still... ] And it feels good. [ And the breathwork, the being carried

also, yeah, it's very fundamental. We do it a lot with ] just walking for hours through the

space and feeling to be carried. And it's again something that you only experience in the

experience. [ It's not when you have it, it doesn't mean that you have... You know, it's like

always something you need to… It's nothing you can reach. And maybe you also lose it for a

while because you're too busy with other things. And that's another very fascinating thing for

me, ] that there's a continuum of this surrendering. And this also creates, let's say, a whole

series of beginnings in a way because it doesn't have this… It doesn't add on, you know. [ Of

course, there's life experience and you have already gone through certain things that also

create a certain type of surrendering when you're also more heading towards death or when

you know like, okay, now I'm 40 and it's... The difference to 60 and 20 is the same. You

know, it really does something to you. Do you think that… ]

- [ Because I find it quite interesting. Do you think that within this surrendering and

allowing to be carried, because personally that will take a lot of courage, because

there's also some risk involved and are you willing to let go of the little tiny control

you have before you recognize how you don't really perhaps have control. But my

question is like… How radical is my sort of like surrendering even when this

connection of breathing and listening is not happening? How willing and how radical

in my surrender do I have to be in all the practices that I go through in my life? And

the concrete question I'm sort of like trying to arrive at is] in what way does

acceptance of death really allow this surrender and can I surrender completely to the

breathing and the listening if I don’t also surrender to the idea and practice of death

and dying and coming to terms with that? [ Because as you say you go through life

and I feel that in terms of life also ending you have to deal with that and your own

sort of like understanding of yourself and the world around you changes a lot with the

changes in your relationship to death and life. And I'm just wondering if this sort of

like consequence of surrendering also to death is a premise or a practice within just

breathing and listening and just being able to surrender in general? ]
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I think it's very important. Yeah, I don't know if I can say more. [ I think it's a very personal

experience and I mean the way how I grew up like my parents are really I think they went

through a lot of traumatic experiences in their whole life but especially in their childhood and

teenagers and young adults. It was like post-war Germany and yeah, I think they have a lot of

unsolved things in their life and I can really feel it and I went already now through a process

of accepting you know like I spent my whole youth trying to help them or change something

and then to realize no,] I can be there, I can be present but I cannot change them [ and for

some reason I also feel that it's for them very I don't know maybe because they couldn't I

mean it's not that you can solve the trauma you know it doesn't like dissolve and then you're

good it's a way of moving along with it of accepting it of yeah, many things. Yeah, but I

think through experiencing their tightness in life and now they're getting old and I know that

you know I mean they know that it's not so many years I mean I don't know if they will get

maybe a hundred years then they will have some more years but somehow I feel that they

don't really that they hold on to things you know they hold on to things and cannot really

accept the time passing they're all the time, they're talking all the time about the past they're

like, they're looping and this creates a lot of this creates a lot of how do you say? like

hurtfulness because you can also not really be present you don't really see like I also feel

they don't really see what happens they see me maybe still as a teenager or they don't really ]

they are not experiencing the time changing [ and then also the way how I was changing and

how the world around me is changing it's like a bit frozen in time and ] I think that's when

you are stuck in time and you also don't accept the end, then you don't accept that it's a

limited… that we are living in limitations, and that's also a good thing. It gives us an

orientation [ that's actually also what what this philosopher Marina Garcés maybe I can send

you the article she also talks about a certain limitation we need to move from and we can act

from that it's not completely limitless this is like what neoliberal neoliberal system makes

us believe that it's unlimited and everything is possible and yes everything is possible but

within a certain limitation ]

- [ and also like because for me it's sometimes personal also to underline that yes

everything is possible everything exists all that is, is] but most of it is likely not for us

because we are very specific beings; we are beings with specific bodies in specific

time and places, and that's a very very small part of all that is [ and my limitations are

so great that I don't even understand them because I don't have that other position

from which I can see it all I cannot see my limitations from the other side and
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because it is this] sort of a radical unknowingness that I'm living in and with [ I sort of

like to stress out that for me just facing that as a premise helps me to the

surrendering part to the acceptance of others times and experiences because there's

no way that I will ever really understand or have experience with it but because that is

like not really the point either the surrendering is easier and then I can get as close as

possible but I know that I'll never truly get there and sometimes I'm feeling that at

least with that's the breathing because it's so basic and fundamental and that sounds

weird but I have this sensation that that is within this very simple breathing that when

I am breathing I am breathing the most because that is where I can connect to the

most of what I can connect to and it's just a sensation I don't know how to describe it

otherwise ]

[I mean that I published an article in a book in a series that is called Breathe together with my

colleague Jana who's based in Helsinki and this is like already three years ago when we wrote

it and it was the beginning of our research in breathing and we were invited to give like a

lecture and we didn't know how and from where to start and then we came up with the idea

that we want to do an abecedaire of breathing and in the letter C I wrote something about the

carrying and being carried and then I and then I thought because I was very inspired three

years ago for Peace of Mind by Ursula Le Guin and you probably know this little book The

Carrier Bag Theory of Fiction that] it's the little tiny things in life, not the heroic stories that

always end up in the catastrophic apocalyptic but that life consists of these, or what is of

meaning are these, tiny things and this is where I also see a relation to breathing because…

it's you know sometimes we are very much focused at aiming at something specific, like the

whole self-optimizing discourse [well and so I mean I think every body somatic, therapeutic

body practice has I mean many of these follow a very neoliberal logic because often it's it's

directed towards aiming towards something in the future or to become better or you can

radically change if you do this and cut this part of you and if you let go of this and I mean

also a lot of surrendering] but with the breathing if you are like… if you are conscious or if

you can feel your rhythm of breath you also feel there's actually already so much there, that

doesn't need to be done [you know it's it's everything actually everything is already there ]

- [at least that this is the same sort of like radicalmlike the unknown unknowns within

breathing yeah it is just right there like] there's much more within the breathing that I

will ever be able to comprehend and that's a powerful thing [whereas a lot of the
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things we do within our society within neoliberalism within the heroic narratives and

stories we've been telling ourselves there's not so much more it's just what you see

and get maybe a few more layers but it's not in contact with the limitations of what

we can even comprehend it's not like we have this bouncing into these endless walls

of our limitations and connections so I really agree yeah and do you feel that oh well

I guess that we both feel like it can be a challenge but] in what way do you experience

that the breathing is being perhaps if not undermined then just made into a difficulty

rather than at ease?

[well breathing is follows like it's a flow that like happens you know I mean I also I mean

sometimes I'm also critical about the flow and I think] disruption is also really good so I'm

not seeing it as an imperative but as an experience. It's something flowing, like a wave, that

happens [and I think we grow up once we are born… I mean ] we chunk reality into bits and

pieces [ where we kind of interrupt or] disrupt the connectedness [a lot of roots but then I

mean yeah it starts already very on very again on very small tiny levels maybe] just the

way how you touch your child [I mean there's already you know I mean sometimes] I

experience myself like wow I can become really violent when I become impatient [and when

things don't go the way how I you know this is all uncontrolled realm when it's yeah so

yeah I think this is ] this is a big challenge in our life to grow up in a society but then on the

other side I also want to be part of the society [you know like I also want my child to go to a

normal public school and not go to a I mean Waldorf is also great I mean yeah there are

many different concepts but] I also think it's important to not draw oneself out of the reality

we live in; I mean this reality is very complex and always limited [ but still yeah but I think

that's the main the main difficulty to yeah how to how to stay connected also to yourself

and to yeah and then of course this whole thing of judgment and rules it's very complex

yeah and maybe to also accept that it's not a one way path and that you are also always

transforming like in your life as a parent you know you think maybe okay I maybe I found

a strategy and now it's really going well but maybe in two weeks you completely need to

let go of this strategy and need to invent a new one so it's yeah yeah I think the parents

and institutions and like yeah we need to learn so much like yeah ]

- [and I think I agree and for me it is just also very in like it's a very encouraging

world because the breathing is not a shortcut but it is something that we can return

to in a way every single time that we need to learn and find new strategies is that we
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have this fundamental very basic to an activity or relationship that is just yeah I

don't know I'm just imagining that ] it's the right answer to almost everything.

[yeah I mean I also you know I also when I started to do the breath work and when I had

my first experiences on this on it's different than in the what we did you know it's a it's a

much more intense experience because you are also in contact with the practitioner you

know so there is much more going on but like you yeah this very elementic basic

sensation that you get like] you become somehow also aware of dying because it makes you

aware that wow that's the last thing probably I gonna do is to breathe in. I think to die is to…

I heard that it's not an out-breath but an in-breath [ but anyway it's a whatever direction it's

it's probably the last thing you do yeah.]

- I'm wondering, what is breathing after death, because as you said we are breathing

the air of our ancestors but in what way does the ancestors remain, or maybe not

remain but transform, through the breathing, how does their breathing, their very

specific breathing, what is it after the ‘bodily’ death [ because it is it's not like things

disappears they just transform they change they connect stay in relationships so

the relationship of breathing after death just became interestinghow is it for you to

talk about this with words is it does it feel ok to talk about breathing and listening or

do you feel I don't know unease with it no ]

[no no not at all ]

- [so how do you feel with it to talk about it ]

[ I mean it's actually I realize it's really nice to talk to you about these things because it's

yeah obviously something that you that you experience in the experience like what we

were talking about before you know that when I when I have this sensation of really wow

that's the breath is like really coming and going by itself without me needing to do

anything and then it's really like wow and but then you know I know yeah so] this is

happening now but maybe in an hour it's not there anymore so in that sense it's very much in

the experience [ but then also the yeah it's very inspiring to talk about it on so many levels

like also ]
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- [ also because I feel that our language you can do something with it it's a very clever

tool but of course you cannot say exactly what it is that you want to say that's the

issue with language but that sort of like movement that you sort of like in despite

of failure still attempt to make is a learning experience you learn I would say

perhaps of like the limitations again and doing that you are gaining a lot you have

this yeah interesting ] staying with a larger truth about how ‘small’ we actually are

because we try to do something that we will definitely fail at [ yeah yeah I'm also

wondering because] we are sitting in a place that is very noisy in a way a lot of things

happening in what way does that influence your thinking and talking within this

conversation about breathing and listening?

I mean I realized that I was super focused now. I wasn't really paying attention. I feel like we

could have sat next to a river in the forest [ or just here yeah I think in general the last

years I'm more I mean my idea of nature has very much transformed where you know I

mean I see it's happening everywhere so I can make myself at ease in very different

places maybe not so much in airports but alright enough no airports are very stressful for

me yeah but I like the like yeah the experience the idea of making oneself at ease or

comfortable in many different places yeah yeah ] so not thinking I need to be in a specific

place where I can breathe well and be connected to nature [ but that's yeah it's can be

actually everywhere yeah yeah ]

- [and that is also radical yeah it is true like so like so much logic to that like of

course like breathing to the flow the stream whatever it is everywhere it is our

relationship with it that we need to sort of like remind ourselves about because it's

not location or time or space yeah because it is always ]

[ And that's maybe also to come back to the listening, something that I, I don't know,it feels

like it changed for me in the past years, that I'm not so much, sometimes focusing so much

on one thing, you know, in the listening, that I could get very disturbed by. And then when

you only focus on that thing, it's almost impossible to follow a conversation or because, yeah,

you fall out of, of being present, yeah, or then it becomes one thing, you know, then it

becomes disturbing or then you identify it as something bad that hinders you from doing

something else and, you know, that, yeah. ]
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- Do you have a last note or comment that would be interesting for you to leave there?

Something that can just free float in some way? It can be poetic..

Lately I noticed, I realized, that I'm also busy with, how to be a bit more inclusive, maybe

with the breathing, [ because, yeah, I wonder, you know, if it's, of course it's another reality

that we build around us, that colors in our way how we perceive the world, but it's also a

specific way of being that is not more the truth or, you know, like ] I don't really want to

judge this experience. And I know that for many people it's, they can't not even think or have

time for it, they are so short of breath, it's completely out of their reality. [And I'm, yeah, I'm

lately thinking about how to, how it can be more inclusive in that sense, how it can be not just

for privileged people, but something more taken for granted somehow. And, yeah, I guess no

easy solutions. I mean,] this is now like a personal story, [but I, after our workshop, I talked

to Laurie, it was, I don't know if you remember, she just came to the workshops and then she

left. And then she said something, like I asked her how it was for her and then she said like,

wow, ] it's so political. And actually she just feels that she cannot breathe out and it makes her

show her limitations that she's not… she needs to protect something.

- [Hoda was talking about, Hoda, she was also presenting a work, but she was talking

about] how both the breathing, but also just giving voice and listening is something to

do with pain and grief. That is, not by definition too painful, but it can be… to

actually listen, to give yourself time and space when you carry much trauma and grief

within you. But at the same time, breathing, and listening, is also a way of living with

it, rather than being destroyed by it [, I don't want to say like a lesser life, but a way to

sort of like deal with the pain and the grief is also the same.]

[I think that's maybe what I was saying about the flowing and the disruption that it's, you

know, sometimes ] I'm afraid that it becomes too idealistic, maybe the breathing, that it's

something I need to stay in tune and in flow. And for so many people, this flow experience

just might not happen because they didn't have it in life. [ So this, you know, but ] how to still

include their breaths and their, it's also something very valid and something we can learn

from. So I don't have any answers, but it's a wondering [ as I'm also doing the education and

I, like many people who come to these sessions are often like, it's not a very diverse group,

let's say. ]
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- [No.]

[So I'm wondering a bit how to, you know, how to change it maybe a bit or how to open it up

to other communities or other individuals.]

- [Yeah.]

Without being like a kind of missionary, you know, because this is also always a danger. But I

think you have to leave, right?

- [Thank you. ]

[ Thank you.]
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